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“The transformation to a circular economy will
influence all of our business activities”

Interview with Prof. Dr. Sascha Peters about the special exhibition
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At ORGATEC 2022, a separate exhibition area will be dedicated to the innovation
potential of start-ups when it comes to sustainability. The Fridays for Future
movement has shown that young people want change. A growing interest in a
functioning circular economy can also be seen among designers and architects. A
new industry is emerging with the increasing demand for climate-friendly
materials. Under the heading of “Materials4Future”, materials expert Prof. Dr.
Sascha Peters and his agency Haute Innovation have put together groundbreaking
examples of such sustainable product solutions for ORGATEC.

Prof. Dr. Peters, as before the break caused by the pandemic, you will be
presenting a special exhibition area at ORGATEC again this year. How has the
focus with regard to materials for the work environment changed since the last
edition?

Currently, we can clearly see the challenges that companies are facing with the
energy crisis and significant activities to reduce emissions. We have therefore
changed the focus to reflect these developments.

In “Materials4Future”, you refer to the transformation towards sustainable
materials. What exactly will you be showing in this special area?

One thing is for sure: The transformation to a circular economy represents the great
challenge of the next decades and will influence all of our business activities. We
gave the exhibition the title "Materials4Future”, which refers to the protest
movement of the young generation and features the latest material innovations for
workplace interiors and commercial spaces. This includes materials that produce
fewer emissions during production, as well as the utilisation of CO2 storage options
resulting from the wood hybrid construction method used for office buildings. The
interaction resulting from the materials used in the interior is extremely exciting.

What is the reaction of material manufacturers to new requirements such as
recyclable office design or the increased need for healthy working
environments?

Material and furniture manufacturers are currently exploring the possibilities for
establishing new circular business models. Today, many companies are developing
reuse, remanufacturing and recycling concepts. Also taken into account is the end of
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the interior design’s lifecycle as well as the possibility of resource separation and
recycling. High on the agenda is the use of natural material resources to create
healthy working environments. Whether leather substitutes made from 100 percent
natural resources or foam for upholstery and acoustic elements that decomposes at
the end of the product’s service life: The most far-reaching material innovations can
be found in the biological cycle at the interface between biology and technology.

How has the importance of material development for the work environment
changed in light of the current price increases and growing problems in supply
chains?

The price hikes and supply chain problems of the last two years combined with
consumers' heightened sustainability awareness have led to a greater regionalisation
of production. The European market is increasingly being viewed as a stability factor
that offers security in the procurement of resources and facilitates the
implementation of closed cycles. When it comes to the development of materials,
recyclates and resources from other industries and agriculture are used more often
by manufacturers than in the past. For example, more and more manufacturers are
offering take-back systems to better control material flows.

The extreme weather events and increase in energy prices this year has brought
new momentum to the discussions about climate change. Do you see this with
material innovations as well?

What can I say – we are all aware of the challenges we’re facing. The young
generation of designers in particular is calling for a new class of material that is not
only recyclable, but which can also be produced emission-free if possible. The
energy issue is one factor. Above all, however, the focus is on material innovations
that can circulate completely in the biological cycle. Examples of some outstanding
developments in this area in recent years include structural panels made from fish
scales, naturally decomposing fibreboards with binding that is based on enzymes,
and leather substitutes made from hemp residues. A whole generation of young
start-ups believe the solution to the problems lies in the full utilisation of natural
resources for materials that can remain in the biological cycle!

Digital surfaces made of transparent wood, textiles with integrated solar
modules, upholstery fabrics made from hemp residues, coffee beans roasted
with the silver skin or acoustic modules made from fire-resistant fungal material
as a new resource: Sustainable solutions for interiors, design and architecture
have been in development for several years and can be experienced first-hand in
the special exhibition area Materials4Future in Hall 6, C-068/E-069.

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the interior, outdoor and design sector:
Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade fair organiser in the fields of interiors,
furnishings, design, home living, garden lifestyle and modern work environments. At
the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, the leading international trade fairs
imm cologne, LivingKitchen®, spoga+gafa and ORGATEC showcase the latest trends,
products and innovations, serving as international, central gatherings for the global
industry. In addition to the events at its Cologne headquarters, Koelnmesse is
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strategically expanding its portfolio internationally: The inaugural ORGATEC TOKYO
will be hosted in 2022. It will be the first trade fair in Japan to focus on professional
and hybrid work environments. As the satellite event for imm cologne and ORGATEC,
idd shanghai provides European companies in the premium and luxury segment of
the interior design industry with a unique platform for showcasing exclusive, design-
driven products.
Further information: https://www.orgatec.com/trade-fair/orgatec/industry-
sectors/

The next events:
ORGATEC - New visions of work, Cologne 25.10. - 29.10.2022
ORGATEC TOKYO - The Rise of Hybrid Work, Tokyo 26.04. - 28.04.2023
imm Spring Edition  - The interior business event, Cologne 04.06. - 07.06.2023

Note for editorial offices: 
ORGATEC photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
orgatec.com/imagedatabase in the “News” section. Press information is available
at: www.orgatec.com/Pressinformation

If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

ORGATEC on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/orgateccologne
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